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Abstract 
We study the class of uniformly open mappings between uniform spaces. Furthermore 
the Hausdorff uniformity on the space @(X) of bounded continuous real-valued functions 
of a supercomplete uniform space X is investigated. With the help of our results we prove 
that for the Menger curve p1 the space ‘Z&L’) is a universal uniform coretract for the 
spaces g/(X), where X is an arbitrary Peano continuum and @‘j(X) denotes the comple- 
tion of Z+(X). 
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0. Introduction 
In the first part of this paper we investigate properties of uniformly open 
mappings between uniform spaces. This class of mappings was introduced by 
Michael in his celebrated paper on hyperspaces [18] and it is, for instance, also 
considered in Kelley’s well-known book on general topology [15, p. 2021 and in 
James’s introductory text on uniform spaces [14]. Uniformly open mappings turn 
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out to be ubiquitous in various areas. We show that all continuous open surjections 
between Hausdorff compact spaces are uniformly open (Proposition 2.2). We also 
prove that if a (continuous) surjection f : X -+ Y between uniform spaces X and Y 
is perfect, then f is uniformly open if and only if exp,f : exp,X + exp,Y is 
uniformly open, where exp,X and exp,Y are the hyperspaces of all nonempty 
compact subsets equipped with the Hausdorff uniformity (Proposition 2.9). 
For any uniform space X, let exp X denote the hyperspace of all nonempty 
closed sets of X endowed with the Hausdorff uniformity. In Theorem 2.11 we 
show that if S = IX,, f;: (Y EA) is an inverse system consisting of uniform spaces 
and uniformly continuous, perfect mappings, then lim{exp X,, exp f;: (Y E A} is 
uniformly isomorphic to exp(lim S). This result is used to prove that exp f : exp(X 
x K) + exp X is uniformly open whenever K is a Hausdorff compact space and 
f : XX K +X is the projection (Theorem 2.12). The first part of the paper ends 
with the result (Theorem 2.15) that for any uniform space X the union mapping 
Vx : exp,(exp, X) + exp,X is uniformly open. 
The second part of our paper deals with uniform embeddings into hyperspaces. 
Uniformly open mappings play a decisive role in these investigations. 
We consider the space E?‘(X) of all bounded continuous real-valued (single-val- 
ued) functions as a subset of the hyperspace exp(X X I@. (Throughout we shall 
identify single-valued as well as multi-valued mappings with their graphs.) By 
E’;(X) we denote the completion of the uniform space gb(X). For a supercom- 
plete uniform space X the product XX R! is also supercomplete by a well-known 
theorem due to Hohti [9]. Hence the hyperspace exp(X X W) is complete and 
E’:(X) is embedded into exp(X X [WI. 
In order to obtain a more explicit description of %7:(X) for some appropriate 
classes of spaces X we introduce the following two auxiliary sets. Let USCb(X) be 
the set of all bounded multi-valued upper semi-continuous functions @ : X - A 
with closed fibers G(x), and let USCCb(X) denote the set of all @ E USCb(X 
whose fibers are connected. We show that for any supercomplete space X, 
C,“(X) cUSC’(X) Lexp(Xx R). 
Moreover it is established in Theorem 3.3 that for a uniformly locally connected 
(respectively a strongly zero-dimensional) supercomplete uniform space X with no 
isolated points, we have %7:(X> = USCCb(X) (respectively g:(X) = LL!Kb(X)>. 
Finally we show that for the Menger curve I_L~ the space %l($) is a universal 
uniform coretract for the spaces ‘Z?:(X), where X is an arbitrary Peano continuum 
(Theorem 4.3). The paper ends with several pertinent questions. 
1. Preliminaries 
The set of the reals will be denoted by R. Originally all spaces are supposed to 
be Tychonoff. However we shall make use of a construction that leads to non- 
Hausdorff spaces (see below). 
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By (X, g), (Y, Z;r), etc., respectively X, Y, etc., we denote uniform spaces, 
where the uniformity % is the set of all open uniform coverings of X. But we 
remark that it will often be convenient to work with entourages instead of uniform 
coverings in this paper. 
For a covering u of X and x E X, we set u(x) = lJ {U E u: x E u]. If A LX, 
then u(A) = lJ(u(x): x EA] = U(U E u: A n U Z @I. 
We use the notation u > u or u < u if c’ refines u. The notation u * > u is used 
for point-star refinements, i.e., u *> u if and only if {u(x): x EX} t u. The 
notation u * * + u means that there exists a covering w such that c’ * > w* > u. In 
particular, u * *> u implies (u(V): I/E u] > u. 
If X is a topological space, then by 9(X) (exp X, respectively exp,X) we 
denote the set of all nonempty (nonempty closed, respectively nonempty compact) 
subsets of X. The topology on 9(X) and its subsets exp X and exp,X will be 
described in due course. 
Let us recall that for a metric space (X, d) the Huusdorff metric d, on exp X is 
defined in the following way: 
d,(A, B) <6 if and only if 
AcO(B,e) andBcO(A,~)forsomeE<8 
where by O(C, .s) we denote the open E-ball around C cX. Of course, d, is well 
defined only when X is bounded. But replacing the metric d by d’ = minld, l] 
otherwise, we obtain a metric space (X, d’) having the same uniform properties as 
(X, d). 
Generalizing this definition, for a uniform covering u (instead of s) of a 
uniform space (X, Z) we define an entourage E, of the diagonal A,o, c9(X) x 
9(X) as 
The family {E,: u E SV} forms a base of a uniformity in the sense of Bourbaki on 
9(X) (see [5, ch. 2, exercice 5 du $11). This uniformity is called the Hausdorff 
uniformity, generated by the uniformity sV. We shall denote it by 9(Z) (exp Z(, 
respectively exp,?!!) for underlying sets .9(X> (exp X, respectively exp,X). To 
simplify the notation we shall also denote the restrictions E, I(exp XX exp X) 
and E, ](exp,.X x exp,X) by E,. 
In the general case the uniformity 9(%!) has no separation properties and is a 
preuniformity in Isbell’s sense [ll]. Of course, exp X is always a Hausdorff space 
and, being uniformizable, it is a Tychonoff space. 
The usual way to produce uniform coverings with the help of entourages (see 
[ill) yields for given u E Z and corresponding E, the uniform covering 
{E,(A): A Ed’}. 
Identifying points x E X with singletons {x} E exp X we see that (X, %‘> is a 
subspace of (exp X, exp %). 
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Michael [18, Theorem 3.31 proved that the Hausdorff uniformity induces on 
exp,X the finite (= Vietoris) topology. 
If f : (X, ST/) -+ (Y, 7) is uniformly continuous, then the mapping 
exp f:(exp X, exp g) + (g(Y), p(y)), 
defined by exp f(F) =f(F), is uniformly continuous, because if f(u) > u then 
((exp f) x (exp f))& c% 
Of course, if f is topologically closed, then we have exp f : (exp X, exp %O + 
(exp Y, exp 7). Observe also that the restricted mapping exp,f : exp,X + exp,Y 
is well defined for any uniformly continuous mapping f. 
The reader is referred to [8,11,21] for additional information about uniform 
hyperspaces. 
The following simple construction will be needed in Sections 2 and 3 of this 
paper. 
Construction 1.1. Let (X, %) be a uniform space and let X= Ix,: (Y < r) be well 
ordered. Using transfinite induction, for a given u E Z? we can find a maximal 
u-discrete set X0 LX, i.e., a set such that u<X,> =X and u(x) nX, = {x} for any 
x EX~. This set has the following properties: 
For any A E exp X and X, =X0 n u(A) we have 
A cu(X,) and X, cu(A). 
Because of the result just mentioned, the role played by uniformly discrete subsets 
in the study of the topology induced by the Hausdorff uniformity (on exp X) is 
quite similar to the role played by finite subsets in the study of the Vietoris 
topology. 
Maximal u-discrete sets can be constructed in various ways. For us the following 
trivial observation will turn out to be very useful later: 
Let X = Y x Z be a product of uniform spaces Y and Z and let u = v X w be a 
product of uniform coverings u of Y and w of Z. Zf YO is a maximal u-discrete set and 
Z, is a maximal w-discrete set, then X0 = Y,, X Z, is a maximal u-discrete set. 
We conclude this section by collecting some elementary facts about multi-valued 
mappings. 
We remark first that in this paper the fibers (= values) G(x) of a multi-valued 
mapping @ : X -+ Y are always assumed to be closed. 
For a multi-valued mapping Q, : X + Y, by rQ we denote p1 I CD, where p1 : X X 
Y +X is the projection. 
Lemma 1.2. (a) Zf CD : X + Y is a multi-valued upper semi-continuous mapping, then 
the set @ is closed. 
(b) A multi-valued mapping @ : X + Y with compact fibers is upper semi-continu- 
ous if and only if the mapping T@ is closed. 
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(c) Let Q, : X + Y be a multi-valued upper semi-continuous mapping with con- 
nected compact fibers. Then for any connected set C CX the set @J(C) = U {G(x): 
x E C} is connected. 
Proof. (a) Suppose that (x, y) E (X x Y)\@. Since @(xc> is closed by our assump- 
tion, there are disjoint open neighborhoods Oy and O@(x) = U in Y, because Y is 
a Tychonoff space. By upper semi-continui~ of Q, the set @i’U = (x’ EX: 
@(x’) G U} is open. Then (@;‘U) x Oy is a neighborhood of (x, y) which does not 
meet @. 
(b) Assume that @ is upper semi-continuous. Let F be a closed subset of @ and 
let x e rr,(F). By part (a), F is closed in X X Y. Since G(x) is compact and the set 
r;‘(x) = {x} x G(x) does not meet F, there is an open neighborhood of V;‘(X) 
of the form Ox x O@(r) which does not meet F either. Because cf, is upper 
semi-continuous, the set U = cP,-‘O@(x) is open. Then IJ n Ox is a neighborhood 
of x which does not meet T@(F). Therefore T@(F) is closed. 
For the converse suppose that rG is closed. Let U c Y be open. Then rJdi\ 
(X x U>) is closed. But rJ@ \(X x U)) = X\ @i’U. Consequently @i’U is open 
and @ is upper semi-continuous. 
(c) We have Q(C) =p27ra;‘(C), where pz : XX Y --, Y is the projection. But 
according to part (b) the mapping rr, is closed. Consequently the set r;‘(C) is 
connected as an inverse image of a connected set under a closed monotone 
surjection 16, Theorem 6.1.291. Hence, @p(C) is connected as the continuous image 
of the connected set r;‘(C). q 
2. Uniformly open mappings 
We recall that a uniformly continuous mapping f : (X, g) -+ (Y, r) is said to 
be uniformly open [18, p. 1701 if for every covering u E %! there exists a covering 
L’ EV such that u(f(x))cf(u(x)) for any x EX. We remark that this concept 
should not be confounded with the concept of a uniformly open mapping studied in 
[13, p. 111. 
In this section we present some basic facts about uniformly open mappings. 
Certainly, this class of mappings contains all uniform isomorphisms. Furthermore a 
composition of uniformly open mappings is uniformly open. If f : X -+ Y and 
g : Y + Z are uniformly continuous, f is surjective and g 0 f is uniformly open, 
then g is uniformly open (see 114, Proposition 1.131). 
Proposition 2.1. (a) If f : X --$ Y is ungodly open and Z c Y, then f 1 f-9 : f- ‘Z 
-+ Z is uniformly open. 
(b) If f, : X, -+ Y,, CY EA, are uniformly open and surjectioe, then 
n atAfa :KYE,4Xa! -+ r-I a E AYa is uniformly open. 
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(cl Let S = (X,, f;: CY E A} be an inverse system consisting of uniform spaces and 
unifo~ly open mappings and let X = lim S in the category Unif. If the limit 
projection f, : X -+ X, are su~ective, then they are unifo~ly open. 
Proof. (a) If the pair (u, v> of uniform coverings witnesses uniform openness of f, 
then (u I f-*Z, v I Z) satisfies the definition of a uniformly open mapping for 
f If% 
(b) The argument for finite A is based on the following trivia1 fact: Let ui be 
coverings of spaces Zi, i = 1,. . . , k, respectively, and let z = (zi, , . . , z,> f Z, 
X * * * X Z,. Then (ut X * * * X u,Xz) = u,(z,) x * * * X u,(z,>. Because the map- 
pings are surjective, it is easy to reduce the case of infinite A to the case of finite 
A. 
(c) Let u be a uniform covering of X and let p E A be fixed. There exist LY 2 /3 
and a uniform covering u of X, such that u + f;‘v. Furthermore there is a 
uniform covering w of Xa such that the pair (u, w) witnesses uniform openness of 
f;. It is straightforward to verify that the pair (u, w) satisfies the definition of a 
uniformly open mapping for fP. Cl 
Proposition 2.2. Let f : X + Y be a continuous subjection between Hausdorff com- 
pact spaces. Then f is uniformly open with respect to the unique uniformities on X and 
Y if and only if f is topologically open. 
Proof. Assume that f is topologically open. Consider an open (uniforms covering u 
of X. We can suppose that u is finite. Fix x: E X. Since f is continuous as well as 
open and f-‘fx is compact, there exists an open uniform covering u, of X such 
that u,(f-‘fX) cf-‘f(u(x)). Choose an open uniform covering u: of X such that 
u: **u, and set V, = {y EX: f-‘fY c_u’Jf-‘fx)} n fl{U: x E U E u}. Observe that 
V, is an open neighborhood of x, because f is closed. Since X is compact, there 
exists a finite set D such that X = lJ IV,: d E D}. Set u = A {u>: d E I)}. 
Consider an arbitrary y E X. There is d E D such that y E V,. Therefore 
v(f-‘fy) s u’Jf_‘fy) c uJf_‘fd) c f-‘f(u(d)) c f-‘f(u(y)). It is now readily 
checked that the pair (u, fv) of uniform coverings satisfies the definition of a 
unifo~ly open mapping for f. It follows that f is uniformly open. The converse is 
obvious. 0 
Remark 2.3. The following variant of Proposition 2.2 may be noteworthy: If 
f : X -+ Y is an open, closed, uniformly continuous mapping from a precompact 
uniform space X onto a Tech-Stone uniform space Y, then f is uniformly open. 
For the proof we first recall that the &ch-Stone unifo~i~ ??& on a 
Tychonoff space X is the uniformity whose base consists of all finite coverings of 
X by cozero-sets and that the completion of (X, ‘?Jpx> coincides topologically with 
pX (compare [6, Example 8.3.18 and 8.1.H]). 
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Let now Pf : pX-+ pY be the unique extension of f to the Tech-Stone 
compactifications of X and Y. It is known that for a (continuous) open and closed 
surjection f, the mapping Pf : /3X + BY is open ([12, Theorem 4.41, compare [25]) 
and, of course, surjective. Equip X with the Tech-Stone uniformity. Observe that 
f stays uniformly continuous under this modification. Let w be an open uniform 
covering of X with respect to the Tech-Stone uniformity. We can assume that 
w = u 1 X where u is an open uniform covering of pX. In view of Proposition 2.2 
there exists an open uniform covering u of pY such that the pair (u, U> witnesses 
uniform openness of Pf. Fix x E X. Let y E Y such that there is I/E u with 
{f(x), y] c I/. There are a E pX and U E u such that y = (PfXa) and (x, a] G U. 
Since a E clpxfply by [12, 1.1 and 1.21, we can choose 6 E U nf-‘y. Thus 
y =f(b) and b E U(X) nX. Hence the pair (w, u I Y) satisfies the definition of a 
uniformly open mapping for f. 
We conclude that f is also uniformly open under the conditions described in 
the proposition, for X carries a (precompact) uniformity which is coarser than the 
Tech-Stone uniformity. 
An interesting variant of the arguments above was given by one of the referees. 
He suggested the following elegant proof (of Proposition 2.2): For each x E X, let 
W, be an open neighborhood of x such that w, G u(x) and u(x) c_u(y) for all 
y E W,. (Here u is a finite open covering of X.1 For each x EX, define U, = 
{f(u(x)), Y\fm)}. Then clearly v,(f(x>) =f(u(x)). There are xi,. . . , x, E X 
such that X = Wx, U . . . u Wx,. Thus, by setting u = u,, A . . . A u,,, we have 
o(f(x)> cf(u(xN f or all x E X. (To check this, notice that if x E W,,, then 
v(f(xN c u,{f(xN c u,,<f<W,;>> =fMxJ QMxN.> 
The following example shows that the conditions of uniform universality of Y in 
Proposition 2.2 and Remark 2.3 are essential. Our example also demonstrates a 
remarkable difference between the classes of uniformly open mappings and weakly 
uniformly open mappings (= uniformly open mappings in the sense of Borubaev 
[4]>. We say that a uniformly continuous mapping f : (X, Z/> -+ (Y, 7) is weakly 
uniformly open if f(u) E 7 I f(X) for any u E Z. Let us recall that according to 
Borubaev [4] a uniformly continuous mapping f : (X, Z/) + (Y, 7) is said to be 
uniformly perfect if it is perfect and for every u E Z there exist u E y and finite 
w~%suchthat u<wAf-‘v. 
Example 2.4. There exists a weakly uniformly open and uniformly perfect surjec- 
tion f : X + Y between precompact locally compact spaces which is not uniformly 
open. 
Proof. Let Y=R and X=(lRX{O))U(U(T n : n E Z}), where T, is the triangle in 
R2 with the vertices (n - l/C I n I +2), 01, (n + l/C I n I + 21, 0) and (n, 1). For f we 
take the vertical projection from X onto Y = R = R X (0). As uniformities on X 
and Y we choose those induced by the finest precompact uniformity on the plane 
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R2 which is coarser than the uniformity of the Euclidean metric. Let u be the 
uniform covering of X consisting of the two elements iJ, =Xn (R x [0, l[) and 
U, = X n (R x IO, 11). For an arbitrary uniform covering u of Y there is E > 0 such 
that ]y -E, y + E[ = U(y, E) c v(y) for all y E Y. But for n > l/s - 1 we have 
O(f(x,), E) ef(u(_xnN, where x, = (n, 1). Thus f is not uniformly open. However 
the mapping f is uniformly perfect. Indeed, f is evidently perfect (compare [6, 
Theorem 3.1.161) and, since X is a subspace of Y x [0, 11, for any uniform covering 
u of X there are a uniform covering z! of Y and a finite uniform covering w, of 
[O, l] such that (U x w,) I X t u. Setting w = (p;‘w,) I X, where pz : Y X [O, II+ 
[0, l] is the projection, we obtain the pair (u, w), which shows that f is a uniformly 
perfect mapping. 
Since f is easily seen to be open, f is weakly uniformly open by the following 
observation: If f : X -+ Y is an open and uniformly continuous retraction, then f is 
weakly uniformly open. (Indeed there exists a uniformly continuous mapping 
g : Y + X such that f 0 g = id,. Let u be an open uniform covering of X. Then 
g-‘U cf(.!/) for any U E u. Hence fu is an open uniform covering of Y.) 
The assertion follows. CI 
Essentially, our next proposition is due to Michael. In fact, he formulates a 
corresponding result for 9(X) instead of exp X (compare [lS, Theorem 5.101). 
However, since the modification considered here will be crucial in the second part 
of the paper, we include a sketch of an argument for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition 2.5. Let f : (X, %?I + (Y, Z;r) be a unifo~ly cuntinuu~ mapping onto 
Y. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) f tk uniformly open; 
(b) f- ’ : Y --+ exp X is a uniform embedding; 
Cc) f-’ : exp Y + exp X is a uniform embedding. 
Remark 2.6. (a) Michael supposed that f is not only uniformly open, but also 
uniformly closed, i.e., for any u E %’ there is c E 7 such that for any y E Y we 
have u(f-‘y) zf-‘(c(y)). However Borubaev observed [4] that the pair (u, u> of 
uniform coverings satisfies the definition of a uniformly open mapping for f if and 
only if it satisfies the definition of a uniformly closed mapping for f. 
(b) The reader may find it instructive to derive Proposition 2.2 from Proposition 
2.5. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. We start by proving the implication (a) * (c). By 
Borubaev’s observation, f is uniformly cIosed. Let u E 9. We claim that if I: E y 
and the pair (u, c) satisfies the definition of a uniformly closed mapping for f, 
then (f-’ xf-‘)E,. GE,,: 
Let Fl,F2 E exp Y be such that F, E dF2) and F2 G u(F,). Observe that for any 
VE L’ and any yl,y, E V we have f-iyl cu(f-‘y,), since f is uniformly closed. It 
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follows that f-‘(Fr) c u(f-‘(Fz)) and f-‘(F2) c u(f-“(F,)). Thus (f-‘(F,), 
f-l(FJ) E E,. Hence f-i is uniformly continuous. 
The inverse mapping (f-l)-’ is uniformly continuous, because (f-‘)-I = 
(exp f)l f Vexp Y). 
Since the implication (c) =$(b) is trivial, it remains to show that (b) =j (a). 
Because f-r is uniformly continuous, for each u E V there is v E y such that for 
any y E Y, z E v(y) implies that (f-‘t, f-‘y) EE,,. Hence f is clearly uniformly 
closed, and thus uniformly open by Borubaev’s result. Therefore the proposition is 
proved. !J 
If a mapping f : X -+ Y is perfect, then, by [6, Theorem 3.7.21, f-‘(exp,Y) c 
exp,X. Our next statement now follows from Proposition 2.5. 
Corollary 2.7. Let f : X -+ Y be a uniformly continuous perfect mapping onto Y. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) f is uniformly open; 
(b) f- ’ : Y -+ exp, X is a uniform embedding ; 
(c) f- ’ : exp,Y - exp,X is a uniform embedding. 
We are going to discuss some further questions where uniformly open mappings 
play an important role. The following simple observation will be useful in these 
investigations. 
Lemma 2.8. Let f : (X, %) --f (Y, z’) b e a closed, untformly continuous subjection 
such that for some dense subset X0 of the space X the mapping f I X,, : X0 -+ f ( X0) is 
uniformly open. Then f is uniformly open. 
Proof. Let u E %. Take coverings ul,uz E %‘, vl E 7r such that u -C * u1 -c * u2 and 
the pair (ZQ ( X0, vl I f(X,)) witnesses uniform openness of f I X0. Let v E F such 
that v *N ul. We shall show that the pair (u, u) satisfies the definition of a 
uniformly open mapping for f. Let x EX and y E v(f(x)). There is a point 
x0 EX~ such that x E u,(x,) and f(x) ~v(f(_q,)). By the choice of the pair 
b,, vl) we have v,Cf(x,N fIf(Xo) cf(u&,)). However x E uz(xO) implies that 
n, E L+(X). It follows that u,(x,) c u&,(x)) c u,(n). Hence vl( f(x,)) nf(XO) c 
f(u,(x)) and therefore vi( f(x,)) G fo). But f(x) E v( f(xJ) implies u( f(x)> 
E v(v( f(x,))) G vl( f(xo)). Thus v( f(x)) C f ( ul( x)). Since f is closed, we finally 
have f ( ul( x)) cf(ut( x)) cf(u,(u,(x))) cf(t4.x)). Consequently, v( f(x)) c fMx>> 
and the result is established. q 
Proposition 2.9. Let f : (X, ZL) * (Y, F’) be a (continuous) perfect suljection. Then 
f is uniformly open if and only if exp,f :(exp,X, exp,Z) -+ (exp,Y, exp,y) is 
uniformly open. 
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Proof. Assume that exp,f is uniformly open. Let u E Y/ and u E “t such that 
E,(f(F)) c (exp,f)(E,(F)) whenever F E exp,X. Consider an arbitrary x E X. Let 
y E u(f(x>>. Then (Y) E E,(fIX)>, and thus {y) E (exp,f)E,((x)) and y Ef(u(x)). 
Since f is clearly uniformly continuous, we conclude that f is uniformly open. 
Recall that if f is perfect, then exp,f is perfect by a well-known result due to 
Coban [6, 3.12.27(e)]. In view of Lemma 2.8, by [6, Theorem 3.7.21 it remains to 
show that if f is uniformly open, then (exp,f> I A where A = {F E exp,X: F is 
finite) is uniformly open. Let u E ‘?/ and let u E 7 such that u(f(x>) ~f(u(x)) 
whenever x EX. Fix K EA. Next we prove that G E ((exp,fI I AXE,(K)) for any 
G E (exp,fXA) belonging to E&f(K)): 
For such a G we have that G cu(f(K)) and f(K) cu(G). If g E G, then 
g E u(f(k,)) for some k, EK. Since u(f(k,)) cf(u(k,)), there is xg EX with 
g = f(x,) and x, E u(k,). For each k E K\ U g E cu(x& choose some g, E G such 
that f(k) E u(&). Thus g, E u(f(kN and g, =f(+) for some xk E u(k). Set 
H={x,: gEG)u(Xk: kEK\lJ,eG u(x,>). Clearly f(H) = G and H EA. It is 
easy to check that ZZc u(K) and Kcu(H). Hence we are finished. 0 
Example 2.10. Let Z = [O, 11 G R be the closed unit interval equipped with the 
Euclidean topology (as in Example 2.4). The projection f : R X Z + R is a uniformly 
open, uniformly perfect mapping such that exp f is not closed: Indeed, since 
exp(R x I) and exp R are metrizable (and thus exp R is first countable), by 
VaInStem’s lemma (see [6, 4.4.161) all preimages of singletons under the mapping 
exp f would have compact boundaries if exp f were closed. But that is not the 
case, as the following argument shows: Let F E (exp f)-‘{R) and E > 0. Further- 
more let A, be a maximal u, x u,-discrete subset of F, where u, denotes the 
covering of open E-balls in Iw or I, respectively. Then A, E EUe,,!F), but f(A,l Z 
R, since A, is countable. Hence (exp f)-‘(R) is nowhere dense. Furthermore the 
elements Fn = (R x (1)) u ((n, O)), where IZ is an integer, form a countable (closed) 
discrete subset of (exp f)-‘{R). We conclude that the mapping exp f cannot be 
closed. Indeed, as one of the referees observes, if for any n E N we set E,, = 
([l/n, 03[ x (1)) u {(a, O)), then 9= (E,: n E IV) is closed but (exp fX9) is not. 
(However it will follow from Theorem 2.12 that exp f is uniformly open.) The 
remaining two assertions are readily verified. 
We observe that for the construction exp,X a result similar to Theorem 2.11 
below was obtained by Hohti [S]. Theorem 2.11 will be the basic ingredient in the 
proof of our next result on uniformly open mappings. 
Theorem 2.11. Let S = {X,, fg: (Y E A) be an inverse system consisting of uniform 
spaces and uniformly continuous, perfect mappings. Then lim(exp X,, exp f;: a E A) 
is uniformly isomorphic to exp(lim S). 
Proof. To begin we formulate the assertion carefully. Let X = lim S in Unif and let 
f, : X-+X, be the limit projections. They are also perfect (see [6, Theorem 
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3.7.131) and hence closed. Therefore the mappings exp f, : exp X + exp X, are 
defined and for all /3 < CY 
expfp=expf; oexpf,. (I) 
Let Y = lim exp S in Unif, where exp S = {exp X,, exp f;: (Y EA], and let 
g, : Y --, exp X, be the limit projections. 
From the definition of the limit of an inverse system it follows that there is a 
unique mapping h : exp X -+ Y such that 
expf,=gaOh forallcrEA. 
We show that h is an isomorphism: 
(2) 
Let FLrF2 E exp X such that Fl # F2. Assume that F, \F2 # fl and let x E Fl \ 
F2_ By the definition of the topology on the limit of the inverse system S there is cy 
such that f,(x) gf,(F2>. Hence f,(F,) #f,tF,), or equivalently, (exp faXF,) f 
(exp f,XF,). It follows from (2) that h(F,) # h(F,). 
Now we will show that h(exp X) = Y. Let y E Y. Then y is a thread of the 
inverse system exp S, i.e., y = {F,: a EA}, where F, is a closed subset of X, and 
(exp f;)( F,) =ff( F,) = Fp for all @ G LY. (3) 
Therefore we have an inverse system 
Let F = lim S,. Since each F, is closed in X,, the set F is a closed subset of 
X = lim S by the definition of the limit of an inverse system. lvforeover, if f,” are 
the limit projections of the inverse system S,, then f,” =f, I F. On the other hand, 
(3) implies that all bonding mappings f,$ I F, of the inverse system S, are perfect 
surjections. But then each f,” is a surjection, too. In fact, the last conclusion can 
be derived from the following well-known fact: If in an inverse system of Hausdorff 
compact spaces all bonding mappings are surjective, then all limit projections are 
surjective [6, Corollary 3.2.151. To this end, note that for each & EA, 
lim{F,, f; I F,: a EA, a a &,I is homeomorphic to F (compare [6, Corollary 
2.5.111) and consider for any x E Fp, the inverse system {Cf,“,)-lx n 
Fe, f; ICCf;O)-lx n F,): a 64, CY z&J. 
consequently f,(F) = F, for all (Y EA. We claim that h(F) = y. Indeed, the last 
assertion follows immediately from (2). Thus, h is bijective. 
Finally we have to show that h-’ is uniformly continuous. By the definition of 
the Hausdorff uniformity on exp X it will suffice to find for any a E A and any 
uniform covering U, of X, an entourage U of Y such that (h-’ x h-‘)U c Ef,-lu 
Set U = (g, x gJwlEuu. Then 
0. 
(h-l x h-*)U = [(exp f,) X (ew fall -‘ka = Ef,-b, 
where the last equality is verified by direct computation. Thus the theorem is 
proved. c] 
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Theorem 2.12. Let f : X X K -+X be the projection, where K is an arbitrary Haus- 
dmff compact space. Then exp f : exp(X x K) --) exp X is un~~r~~ open. 
Proof. Note first that the mapping exp f is well defined [6, Theorem 3.1.16]. 
We shall prove the result in several steps. 
(1) Let K= 2 = {O, l} and 1 e u be an arbitrary uniform covering of X. Set t 
u = u X w, where w = (IO}, II]}. Let u1 be a uniform covering of X such that 
ur*2-U. 
Consider FE exp(X x K) and G E E,,C(exp f l(F)). Furthermore let 4 =f(F n 
(XX (i})) and G, = v,(c) (7 G (i = 0, 1). We set 
We claim that (exp fXk?> = G and H E E,(F). In fact, the inclusion (exp f)(H) 
=f(H) c G foll ows from the definition of the sets 6,. On the other hand, since 
G E E$exp f X FN, we have G c u,(f(F)) = u,(F, UF,) = u,(FJ u u,(F,). Hence, 
(exp f XN) =f(H) = G. To show that NE E,(F) one needs to verify that, for 
i E (0, l), G, E E,,(Fi), i.e., Gi G u(Fi) and Fi c v(GJ But we have G, c u(Fi) by the 
definition of Gi (i = 0, 1). 
Fu~he~ore, G E E$exp fXF)) implies that f(F) c v,(G). Fix i E (0, 11. Let 
x E Fi. There is y E G such that x E u,(y). Hence y E u,(x) GE),(&) and thus 
y f Gi, because y E G. We conclude that x E U,(Gi) and I;] cv,(Gi). We have 
shown that exp f is uniformly open. 
(2) If K = 2”, then the assertion of the theorem can be verified by an obvious 
induction, since the composition of unifo~iy open mappings is ~nifo~ly open. 
If I( is a given finite space, then R E 2” for some ~1. Let r : 2” -+ I( be an 
arbitrary retraction and f, : XX 2” +X be the projection. Then exp f, = 
exp f 0 exp(id, x r), where we observe that id, x r is perfect [6, Theorem 3.7.91 
and thus exp(id, x r) is well defined. Therefore exp f is uniformly open as a left 
divisor of the uniformly open mapping exp f,, since exp(id, x r) is surjective [14, 
Proposition 1.131. 
(3) Let K be a (nonempty) zero-dimensional compact space. Then the space K 
is the limit of an inverse system S = (K,, r;: 1y EAJ of finite sets and retractions 
such that A has a smallest element 0 and K, consists of one point (compare e.g. 
[6, 6.2.Q. Let r, . * I( -+ K, be the surjective limit projections [6, Corollary 3.2.151. 
Note that X x K with limit projections id, x ra (at 64) is unifo~ly isomorphic to 
the limit of the inverse system {XX I(,, id,~ r;: cy 64) where the bonding 
mappings are perfect and uniformly open as products of two perfect and uniformly 
open mappings. By Theorem 2.11, exp(XX K) is uniformly isomorphic to 
limfexp(X x K,), expfid, x @: CY E A). Observe that each mapping id, X r; is 
isomorphic to f, where f, : XX K, +X, It follows as in the proof of Proposition 
2.1(c) that the limit projection expcid, x ro) is uniformly open, since by (2) all 
bonding mappings exp(idx x $1 are uniformly open and the limit projections 
exp(id, x r,> are all surjective. But clearly (id, x ro) is isomorphic to the mapping 
f:XXK-+X. 
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(4) Finally let K be an arbitrary Hausdorff compact space. Then there is a 
zero-dimensional Hausdorff compact space K, and a continuous mapping p : K, 
-+ K onto I( (see e.g. 16, Theorem 3.2.2& Let f0 : X X K, -+X be the projection. 
According to (3) the mapping exp f0 is uniformly open. On the other hand, 
exp f0 = exp f 0 exp(id, Xp>. Therefore exp f is uniformly open as a left divisor 
of the uniformly open mapping exp fO, since exp(id, X p> is surjective. Thus the 
theorem is proved. CI 
Let us recall that the commutative diagram 
82 
x - x, 
g1 I I f2 
f-1 x, - 3 
of uniformly continuous mappings is said to be a Cartesian square or a pull-back in 
the category Unif if for any uniform space Y and uniformly continuous mappings 
hi : Y *Xi (i = 1, 2) such that f,h, = f2h2, there exists a unique ~iformly continu- 
ous mapping h : Y + X such that hi = gJz (i = 1, 2). In categoricai terms this 
means that the triple (X, g,, gz> is a product of pairs (Xi, fl) and (X,, fi> in the 
category Unif, of uniform spaces over the base B, i.e., up to isomorphism, 
X={(X,, x,)EX, XX,: f,(xJ=fJ~2)} and gi=piIX where ~~1x1 XX,-+Xi 
are the projections (i = 1, 2). The commutative diagram 
h, 
Y ----=-+ x, 
h, I I f2 
fl 
X, ------a B 
is said to be bicommututive if for any b E B and xi f Xi such that f&xi) = b there 
is y E Y such that hi(y) =xi fi = 1,2). In other words, the diagram is bicommuta- 
tive if the mapping h mentioned in the definition of a Cartesian square is a 
surjection. 
An inverse system S = {X,, p;: a E 7) in Unif over an ordinal T is said to be 
continue if for any limit ordinal a E r the space X, is naturally isomorphic to 
lim(S 1 a), i.e., the mapping p” : X, + lim(S I a> which is the limit of the mappings 
pi, p < IY, is an isomorphism. 
Our next proposition is related to a topological result due to Pasynkov [24]. For 
an application of these results in the theory of Toeplitz flows we refer the reader 
to 1161. 
Proposition 2.13. Lef S = fXa, pi: cy E r) and T = {Ya, 4;: cy E 7) be continuous 
inverse systems in Unif over the same ordinal r. Furthermore let F = 1 f,: as E ~1: S 
-+ T be a m.orphism between these systems consding of uniformly open mappings. 
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Finally let f : X + Y be the limit of F in Unif. Then f is un~fo~~y open if all diagrams 
Proof. Let us first note that because the inverse systems S and T are ~utinuous, 
the m~~hism F is also continuous, i.e., for any limit ordinal a! the mapping f, is 
the limit of the morphism (F I a) : (S I a> -+ CT i a>. 
Next we denote by p,: X+X, and 4, : Y + Y, the limit projections of the 
systems S and T, respectively. We claim that each diagram CD>,> 
f 
X-Y 
P* 
I 1 
q, 
x, “-5 Y, 
is bicommutative. In fact, let y E Y and x, EX, such that f,Cx,) = q,(y). 
By transfinite induction on p 3 CY we construct points xp E X8 such that 
(1) f&$ = q,&v), and 
(2) q$(xa> = xpf for cy Q p’ < p. 
Suppose that we have constructed xp for all p <pa. By our hypothesis, it suffices 
to consider the case that PO is a limit ordinal. By condition (2) the set {xp: cy < /3 < 
PO}, defines the thread x pO = (xp: QI g/3 < pa) u {pp,“(x,>: y < a) of the inverse 
system S I PO. Since S is continuous, xp, E XPu. Condition (2) is satisfied for 
p = &. In view of the continuity of F and T and condition (11, we also have 
f~~X~*~ = 4~~Y 1. 
Suppose that xp EX@ satisfying conditions (1) and (2) are constructed for all /3 
where (Y G )3 < r. Then the set Cxa: CY Q p < r) u (y;fx,): y <a) defines a thread 
x of the inverse system S, which is the required point, i.e., f(x) = y and p,(x) = x,. 
Now we are ready to prove that f is uniformly open. Let u be a unifo~ 
covering of X. By the definition of the uniformity on X there are (Y <T and a 
uniform covering u, of X, such that p;‘(u,) > u. Let u, be a uniform covering of 
Y, such that the pair (u,, u,) satisfies the definition of a uniformly open mapping 
for f,. We claim that the pair (u, v), where u = q;‘(u,), satisfies the definition of 
a uniformly open mapping for f. Indeed, let x E X, y --f(x), x, =p,(x) and 
Y* = q,(y). Furthermore let y’ E u(y). Then y: = q,(y’) E u,(y,). Hence there is 
x& E u&J such that f,t$J = y:. Since the diagram (0,) is bicommutative, there 
is x’ EX such that pJx’> =xl, and fW) = y’. It remains to show that x’ E u(x). 
But x’, f UJXJ means that x,,x& E U for some U E u,. Therefore x,x’ ~p;iU E 
P;~(uJ. Hence, x’ E (pi ‘(u,lXx) c u(x). This completes the proof of the propo- 
sition. cl 
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Let us recall that Michael defined [18] the union mapping 
a,:9(9(X)) +9(X) 
for a uniform space X (respectively a topological space X) by a,(_@) = U &. He 
proved [18, Theorem 2.51 that 
fl,(exp,(exp,X)) = exp,X. 
(In the topological case he equipped exp,Y with the Vietoris topology.) By 
px : exp,(exp,X) + exp,X 
we shall denote the restriction ax lexp,(exp,X). Michael showed that for a 
uniform space (X, %) the mapping a, is uniformly continuous with respect to the 
preuniformities 9(9(Z)) and 9(‘%) [18, Theorem 5.71. Hence the mapping px is 
uniformly continuous with respect to the Hausdorff uniformities. We are going to 
show that Michael’s result can be strengthened (see Theorem 2.15 below). 
To begin we need the following auxiliary result. 
Lemma 2.14. (a) Let C be a topological space and let Y cX. Then Pi ‘(exp,Y) = 
exp,(exp,Y >. 
(b) For any Tychonoff space X the mapping ?P, is perfect. 
Proof. (a) Let A? E exp,(exp,X) such that q&z’) E exp,Y. Then for any K E& 
we have Kc U JZ’ c Y. Consequently ~2 c exp,Y c exp,X. We conclude that JZZ E 
exp,(exp,Y). The converse follows from 118, Theorem 2.51. 
(b) Let bX be any Hausdorff compact extension of X. By part (a) we have 
exp,(exp,X) = Ikb-,‘(exp,X). Therefore W, is perfect as the restriction of the 
perfect mapping pb, to the inverse image q&?(exp,X). The assertion follows (see 
[6, Propositions 3.7.6 and 3.12.27(a)]). q 
Theorem 2.15. For an arbitrary uniform space (X, V) the mapping ?P;, is uniformly 
open. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.14(b), qx is perfect and therefore closed. Hence, by Lemma 
2.8, it suffices to verify that qx I A is uniformly open for some dense subset 
A c exp,(exp,X), because 9x is obviously surjective. We can take A = 
exp,(exp,X), where exp,Y is the set of all nonempty finite subsets of Y. 
Let u E ?Z and set ii = {E,(K): K E exp,X}. Consider an arbitrary F EA. Set 
F, = !P.Jg) and let G, E E,(F,) n P&4). It will suffice to find some 5 E E,(y) 
nA such that G, = Ik.J%‘). Set Z = {G c G,: G EE,(F) for some FE 9) and 
observe that SEA. 
Let G E g. By definition, G E E,(F) for some F E 5 Hence s C U F E ,ii(F 1. 
Consider an arbitrary F E 5 Then F c F,, c u(G,J. Since (u(F) n GO) E E,(F), we 
have u(F) n G, E .I? and F E E,&(F) n G,). Thus 9-c U GE ,6(G). We conclude 
that g E E&B). Fix x E G,. Then x E u(F) for some F E .E Set G, = G, n u(F). 
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As above we conclude that G, E E,(F). Therefore x E G, E ..V and qx(g) = G,. 
Consequently the theorem is proved. q 
Note that the second part of the preceding proof can be modified to establish 
the following result: For an arbitrary uniform space (X, Z) the mapping ax is 
uniformly open. 
From Lemma 2.14(b) and Theorem 2.15 we deduce the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.16. For any Tychonoff space X the mapping Px is per$ect and open. 
3. Completion of function spaces with respect to the Hausdorff uniformity 
Let us recall that a uniform space (X, ‘Z) is supercomplete [ll] if the uniform 
hyperspace (exp X, exp Z!) is complete. Hohti proved [9, Corollary 2.21 that if 
(X, z(> is supercomplete and if (Y, z/j is a C-scattered supercomplete space 
(where C-scattered means that for any nonempty closed F c Y there is a point 
y E F with a compact neighborhood in F), then (X x Y, ‘Z/X 7) is supercomplete, 
too. In particular, the product XX R! is supercomplete for any supercomplete 
uniform space X. (Throughout the next two sections we assume that R carries its 
Euclidean uniformity.) 
Given a uniform space X, we denote by g’(X) the set of all bounded 
continuous functions r$ : X 4 R. By ‘Z,b(X) we denote the completion of the space 
gb(X) c exp(Xx R> with respect to the Hausdorff uniformity on exp(Xx R) 
generated by the natural product uniformity on XX R. We remark that many 
other graph topologies on ‘37(X, Y) (for appropriate spaces X and Y) are 
discussed in Naimpally’s paper [22]. 
Lemma 3.1. Any supercomplete uniform space X satisfies 
iF;p( X) = ~xp(xxw). 
Proof. By Hohti’s theorem [9], the product XX I&! is supercomplete and thus the 
hyperspace exp(Xx [w) is complete. q 
In the following we obtain an explicit description of the space S?;(X) for two 
appropriate classes of spaces X. By USCb(X) we denote the set of all bounded 
multi-valued upper semicontinuous functions @ : X + R! with closed and thus 
compact fibers @(x1. Let us recall that upper semi-continuous mappings with 
closed fibers are closed in XX R (Lemma 1.2(a)). We also recall that a uniform 
space X is said to be uniformly locally connected (see [3, Proposition 2.11) provided 
that there exists a base of uniform coverings of X consisting of open connected 
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sets. By US@‘(X) we denote the set of all r9 E USCb(X) with connected fibers 
Q(x). 
Proposition 3.2. (a) Any supercomplete uniform space Xsatisfies k?;(X) L USCb(X). 
(b) If X is a (topologically ) locally connected supercomplete uniform space, then 
5$(X) c USCCb(X). 
Proof. (a) Let @ E G?;(X) and let u be a uniform covering of XX R consisting of 
all sets of the form XX O(t, l), where O(t, 1) is the open l-ball around t E R. By 
Lemma 3.1, there is 4 E ‘GFb(X> such that @ &u(4). Hence @ is bounded. It 
remains to show that @ is upper semi-continuous. But @ is a closed subset of 
Xx K, where Kc R is compact and evidently projecting onto X: In fact, if some 
x E X would not belong to the image of @ under the projection p, : X X K-+X, 
then there were a uniform covering u of X such that (u(x) X K) IT @ = @, and thus 
(x, #J(X)> P u(Q) w h enever 4 E g’(X), where u = {U X R: U E u}-a contradic- 
tion. 
Hence @ is a multi-valued function from X to R. The mapping rG = p1 I @ is 
closed [6, Theorem 3.1.161. Therefore @ is upper semi-continuous by Lemma 
1.2(b). 
(b) Let @ E E’:(X). Assume that for some x EX the fiber a,(x) is not 
connected. Then there are real numbers a < b such that Q(x) cl- m, a[ U lb, + 4, 
where @(x)n l-m, a[#@ as well as @i(x)n +m[#@. Since @cXXR’ is 
closed by Lemma 3.1, there is a neighborhood Ox such that 
@n(OxxR)c@nUl, whereU,=Oxx(]-m,a[u]b, +m[). 
Let E > 0 such that 2~ < b - a. Choose uniform coverings L’, LJ~ and u2 of X and 
a connected neighborhood 0,x of x such that U(X) c Ox, ~‘i *t U, u2 t ui and 
V,(X) c 0,x c u,(x). Set w = v2 X u, where u, denotes the covering consisting of 
all open E-balls of R. Moreover choose (x, tl) E Qi such that t, < a and (x, tJ E @ 
such that t, > b. Since G?‘(X) is dense in g:(X), there is 4 E $Yb(X) such that 
4 c w(Q) and Cp c w(4). 
Thus 4 n [v,(x) x u,(t,)] f fl and 4 n [v,(x) x u,(t,>l # 6, and there are y,,y, 
E v,(x) such that 4(y,) <a + E and 4(y,) > b -E. Since 4 10,x is a continuous 
function on a connected space, there is y3 E 0,x such that $(yJ = (a + b)/2. 
Because 4 c w(Q), we see that @ n [v,(y,) X u,(+(y,))l # @. But v,(y,) G Ox and 
hence there is z E Ox with Q(z) n ](a + b)/2 - e, (a + b)/2 + E[ z 6-a contra- 
diction. Therefore G(x) is connected and g:(X) c USCC’(X). 0 
Theorem 3.3. (a) If X is a uniformly locally connected supercomplete uniform space 
without isolated points, then @(X) = USCCb(X). 
(b) If X is a t s rongly zero-dimensional supercomplete uniform space without 
isolated points, then ‘Z?:(X) = USCb(X). 
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Proof. (a) In view of Proposition 3.2(b) only the inclusion 2 has to be verified. For 
a given @ E USCCh(X), an open uniform covering u of X consisting of connected 
sets and an E > 0 we have to find some function 4 E S*(X) such that 
(bcw(@) and @GW(~), 
where W=U XU,, and U, consists of all open E-balls in R. Let 6 = e/2 and 
rv* = u x uli. Set f = J&(S). We claim that for any x EX, 
t’(x) = u{U*(@(x’)): X&4(X)]. (*I 
The inclusion 2 immediately follows from the definition of I’. In order to 
check the inverse inclusion suppose that t E T(x). There exists (x’, t’) E @ such 
that x E u(x’> and t E u,(t’>. Hence, x’ E u(x) and t E u,(@,(x’)). Formula (*) is 
thus verified. 
But for any x E X and any connected set C G U(X), the set Q(C) = U{@(Y): x’ 
E C} is connected by Lemma 1.2(c). It immediately follows that the set r, = 
U{u,(@(x’>): x’ E C} is connected for any such C. In view of (*) and connected- 
ness of u(x), we conclude that each T(x) is connected. 
Now let F= U({x) XT(x): x EX}. We claim that tF’ is a muIti-valued lower 
semi-continuous mapping with convex closed fibers F(x). 
We have only to show that for any open U c R the set W-‘U = {x EX: p(x) n 
U # @} is open. But since T(x) is dense in p(x), we see that 
Y-‘u=T-‘u= (x: T(x) nu##}. 
It is obvious that r-‘U=p,(Tn (XX U>>. Hence r-‘U is open as the image of 
the in X X R open set r n (X x U) under the open mapping p1 : XX R -+X. We 
have shown that ly is lower semi-continuous. 
According to Construction 1.1 there is a maximal uniformly discrete set E = C 
X D CX X R corresponding to the covering wi = ~(i X ZJ~,~, where ui * *+ U. Let 
E; = w,(Q) n E. Since Sp is a bounded mapping, there is a finite set D, GD such 
that F, c C x D,. Let D, = {t,, . . . , tk] and ul? * *t ul. For any point c E C, in its 
neighborhood u,(c) we can choose k distinct points ci, . . . , ck, because X has no 
isolated points. Since u2 * * t ul, the family {u,(c): c E C) is (topologically) dis- 
crete, hence the set C, = {ci: c E C, i E (1,. . ., k}) is discrete, too. Now let us 
transform the set F, into the set F by replacing each point (c, ti> f F1 by (cj, ti) 
(i= l,..., k). Then F, c w,(F) and F & wlfF,) c ~~(~*~~)) cd(@) = TC !P. 
Moreover F is the graph of a single-valued (continuous) function #a defined on 
the (closed) discrete set C, = {ci E C,: (c, ti) E F, and i E (1,. . . , k}}. Since every 
supercomplete space is paracompact, by Michael’s selection theorem [19] the lower 
semi-continuous mapping 9 with convex fibers has a continuous selection (p which 
extends the partial selection #a. We claim that 4 is the desired function. In fact 
4 c ?FF c w(Q). On the other hand, (b 3 F implies that w,(4) zw,(F) 2 F,. Hence 
w(r#~> 2 w,(w,(+)) 2 wJF,) 2 @. The last inclusion holds because of the definition 
F, = w,(@) n E and the maximaIity of the set E. Thus (a) is proved. 
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(b) The proof is similar to the proof of part (a) and even easier, because we do 
not have to check connectedness of the fibers when constructing the lower 
semi-continuous mapping. Instead of Michael’s “convex” selection theorem we 
apply Michael’s “strongly zero-dimensional” selection theorem [20]. Observe that 
it is not necessary to assume that the uniform space X has a base consisting of 
partitions. 0 
In order to discuss the connections between the theorem above and the results 
obtained in [7] we introduce the following abbreviations. For any supercomplete 
uniform space X, let USC(X) denote the set of all multi-valued upper semi-con- 
tinuous functions with compact fibers. Similarly we define the space USCC(X), 
E?(X) and $?h(X) (in the obvious way) by omitting the (global) boundedness 
condition. 
We remark that for a Hausdorff compact space X every Q, E USC(X) is 
bounded, being a compact subset of XX R’ as the inverse image of the compact 
space X under the perfect mapping p1 I @, where p, : XX R +X is the projection 
(Lemma 1.2(b)). Hence USC(X) = US@(X) and USCC(X) = USCC’(X). Since 
g(X) = gb(X>, also E’:(X) = $?JX>. Therefore we immediately obtain the fol- 
lowing corollaries to Theorem 3.3(a) and (b) (see [7l; observe [14, Proposition 
3.241). 
Corollary 3.4 [71. If X . IS a locally connected Hausdorff compact space with no 
isolated points, then g,,(X) = WCC(X). 
Corollary 3.5 [7]. If X is a zero-dimensional Hausdorff compact space with no 
isolated points, then E’JX) = USC(X). 
Remark 3.6. For any compact topological space X, the hyperspace exp(X X R> 
induces on @‘(X1 the topology of uniform convergence (which coincides with the 
compact-open topology). For an arbitrary supercomplete uniform space X, the 
Hausdorff uniformity induces on E”(X) a topology which is coarser than the 
topology of uniform convergence. For instance, it is strictly coarser for the space 
X= R: Define the bounded continuous function f : R -+ R by setting f(x) = 
sin(exp x) whenever x E R. Furthermore for each positive integer n set f,(x) = 
f(x) if x < ln(2nn), and set f,Jx> = -f( > ‘f x 1 x a ln(2nn). It is straightforward to 
verify that the sequence of bounded continuous functions f, converges to f with 
respect to the Hausdorff uniformity on expU!Q x [WI, although the convergence is 
not uniform. 
But note that on the set Y’/(X) of all uniformly continuous functions the 
Hausdorff uniformity generates always the topology of uniform convergence (see 
[ll, ch. 3, exercise 101). 
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4. On unifo~ embeddings of function spaces 
We shall now make use of our results on unifo~y open mappings when 
studying the function spaces introduced in the last section more thoroughly. 
Lemma 4.1. Let f : X -+ Y be a continuo~ mapping from a Handoff compact space 
X onto a Hausdotff compact space Y. Then 
(~Xid~)-‘:e~~(YX~) -‘exp,(XXR) 
is a set-theoretical embedding such that 
(fx id~)-‘~~C~(Y) c USC*(X) 
and 
(f~idn)-iU5’CC~(Y) cUSCC?‘(X). 
Proof. Since f X id, is perfect, the mapping (fX id,)-” : exp,(Y X I?!) -+ exp,(X X 
R) is weil defined. This mapping is a set-theoretical embedding, because f is a 
surjection. For any Q, E exp,(Y X n;S) we have (f X id,)-% = {fx, t) EX X 
88: (f(x), t) E @). Hence if Q, E U%?(Y), then (fx id,)-‘@ belongs to USCb(X) 
like any compact set X CX x R with the property that p,(K) =X, where pi : X X 
II% -+X is the projection (Lemma 1.2(b)). On the other hand, ((f X id~~-‘~X~) = 
@(f(x)) for any n E X. Therefore if Q, E U.SCCb(Y >, then al1 fibers of the 
muIti-valued mapping (f x id,)-‘@ are connected, i.e., (f X id,)-‘@ E 
USCCb(X). Thus the lemma is proved. •I 
Proposition 4.2. Let f : X -+ Y be a contiguous mapping from a ~ausdo~f compact 
space X onto a Waldorf compact space Y. 17ten the foilowing conditions are 
equivalent : 
(a) f is open. 
(b) (f X id,)-’ : exp,(Y x [WI + exp,(X X [w) is a uniform embedding. 
(c) (f x id,)-’ I U.SCb(Y) is a unifo~ embedding. 
(d) (fX idu)-’ I USCCb(Y) Is a uniform embedding. 
(e) (fx id,)-’ I U;SCCb(Y) is a topological embe~ing. 
Proof. We start by proving the implication (a) * (b). According to Lemma 4.1 the 
mapping (f X id,)-’ is well defined. By Pro~sitions 2,1(b) and 2.2 the mapping 
f x id, is uniformly open. Now we apply Proposition 2.5 and the assertion follows. 
All the implications (b) * fc) - (d) =$ (e) are trivial. To verify the impiication 
(e) =j (a) we define an embedding my : exp<Y + USCCb(Y) in the following way: 
m,(F) = (FX [O, 11) n (Yx IO)). 
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It follows easily from the definition that my is a topological embedding. In the 
same way we define an embedding mx : exp,X ---, USCCbfX). It is evident that 
(fx id,)-‘(m,(exp,Y)) cm,(exp,X) 
and that the following diagram is commutative: 
f-' 
exp,Y - cxp,X 
mY 
I 1 
m,’ 
m,bwsY) 2 mx(ewcX) 
where g = (fx id,)-‘. Hence f-i is a topological embedding as a composition of 
topological embeddings. Therefore according to Propositions 2.2 and 2.5, since 
exp,X and exp,Y are compact E6, 3.12.271, f ’ is continuous if and only if f is 
open. We have verified (e) =j (a) and thus the proposition is proved. U 
In the following we call a uniformly continuous mapping f : X + Y a uniform 
r-mapping if there is a uniform embedding i : Y + X such that f 0 i = id,. If there 
exists a uniform r-mapping f : X + Y we shall say that X is a unifo~ coretract of 
Y. 
Let LZT be some class of uniform spaces. A space X EX is called a universal 
uniform coretract for the class 3 (briefly XE UUcR(2’3, or X is a UUcR(Z)- 
space), if X is a uniform coretract of any YE 3. Now let &@ be some class of 
Hausdorff compact spaces. We define the following three classes of spaces: 
USCb(S) = {USCb(X): XEP}, 
UScCqB) = (USCCb(X): XE@} 
and 
!%?,,(~a) = I@(X): XELq. 
Furthermore, $ will denote the Menger curve (see e.g. [17]). 
Theorem 4.3. If 9 is the class of all Peano continua, then 
(a) lJSCb(~‘) E UUcR(USCb(~)); 
(b) USCC’(~‘~ E UUcR(USCCb(~)~ 
cc> %‘;(p’) E UUcRtE?,bW,)). 
Proof. In 1956 Anderson announced 121 that for every Peano continuum X there 
exists a monotone, open sujection f = fx : p1 4X. However his argument never 
appeared in print and in 1972 Wilson published 1271 a proof of Anderson’s result, 
which is based on ideas contained in Anderson’s paper [l]. 
By Anderson’s result and Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 the mapping 
(fXid,)-lIUSCb(X):USCb(X)-+USCb(pl) 
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is a uniform embedding. On the other hand, it is easy to check that the mapping 
USCb( f) = exp( f x id,) I USCb( p’) 
is a uniform r-mapping for this embedding. Note that in this part of the proof we 
do not use the monotonicity of f. 
By a similar argument the mapping (f x id,)-’ I USCCb(X) is a uniform em- 
bedding of USCCb(X) into USCCb($). As uniform r-mapping we can take 
USCCb(f) = exp(f x id,) 1 USCCb(p’). Observe that monotonicity of f is needed 
in this case to show that USCCb(fXUSCCb($)) c USCCb(X). To this end we 
have to verify that for any @ E I~LSCC~(Z.L~) and any x EX the set U{@(m): m E 
x is connected. But this is a consequence of Lemma ‘i-l,1 = (UsCCb(fX@>X ) 
. . 
Let us finally mention that the mappings USCb(f) and USCCb(f) were intro- 
duced in a more general setting by Ogorodnikova [231. 
So far we have established parts (a) and (b) of the theorem. The proof of part 
(c) is nearly identical with the one of part (b), because according to Corollary 3.4, 
for any (nontrivial) Peano continuum Y we have ‘@(Y> = USCCb(Y). Since 
FL(X) = g’(X) for singleton X= {x}, we have to replace the mapping USCCb(f) 
for such X by the mapping m: @($) + E’:(X), where for each @E @($), 
m(G) = {(x, (max pz(@> + min p2(@))/2)) and pz : p’ X R + R denotes the pro- 
jection. The corresponding embedding is defined by {(x, a)) c) {(y, a): y E ~~1 for 
any 11 E I% This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We have shown that @(ZL’) is a universal space with respect to uniform 
embeddings for spaces E’:(X) where X is a Peano continuum. On the other hand, 
according to [7], for an arbitrary (nontrivial) Peano continuum X, the space E$‘(X) 
is homeomorphic to Q\ (pt}, where Q is the Hilbert cube. Several natural 
questions arise. 
Problem 4.4. Is it true that @‘(X) is uniformly isomorphic to &‘&‘) for any 
(nontrivial) Peano continuum X? 
In particular: Is it true that 5?:(Z) is uniformly isomorphic to &‘(Z*>? 
Of course, similar questions can be asked for the two other constructions USCb 
and USCCb. 
Problem 4.5. Does there exist a metric compacturn X such that for any metric 
compacturn Y the space ‘@(Y> can be uniformly embedded into ‘5$‘(X)? 
Does there exist a Hausdorff compact space X of given weight r such that for 
any Hausdorff compact space Y of weight Q 7 the space @‘(Y> can be uniformly 
embedded into g:(X)? 
In the light of the proof of Theorem 4.3 the next question is related to Problem 
4.5. 
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Problem 4.6. Does there exist a Hausdorff compact space X of given weight T 
which can be (openly) mapped onto any ~ausdorff compact space Y of weight 
<7? 
Remark 4.7 (added during revision). Concerning Problem 4.6 we observe that it is 
known that there is no metric continuum which can be (continuously) mapped onto 
every plane ~ntinuum; see [26]. It follows that there is no metric compactum X 
that can be openly mapped onto every metric continuum. (Otherwise any compo- 
nent of X could be mapped onto every metric continuum.) On the other hand 
there is no Hausdorff compact space X of given weight T that can be monotonely 
mapped onto every Hausdorff compact space Y of weight G r, because connected- 
ness is an (inverse) invariant of monotone closed continuous surjections. 
We are grateful to Professor Hohti for cahing our attention to the following 
result of Dektjarev (cited in [lo]): A uniformly almost open (multi-valued) mapping 
of a supercomplete uniform space into a uniform space, with closed graph, is 
uniformly open. As Hohti notes, the result seems likely to be useful in further 
investigations on our subject. 
Finally, we would like to thank the referees for their constructive criticisms. 
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